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Abstract
A continuous dissolution equipment is required to be developed to cater future higher capacity reprocessing
facilities. Two-stage rotary semi-continuous dissolver was designed and developed for various lab scale
dissolution studies. This paper discusses equipment development, fabrication, commission and validation
of rotary semi-continuous dissolve for laboratory scale studies.
1.

Introduction

Dissolution of spent nuclear fuel is one of the important head end operation of reprocessing as it
converts the irradiated fuel into liquid form which is easy to extract and recycle. Normally in nuclear fuel
reprocessing facilities, dissolution is performed in a geometrically safe dissolver vessel filled with boiling
nitric acid (or dissolvent solution at required temperature and pressure). Batch type dissolver with two
interconnected limbs is used for thermal fuel reprocessing and small capacity fast fuel reprocessing. To
cater requirements of future higher capacity reprocessing plants, it is necessary to develop an equipment
which is critically safe in dimension, easily automated/maintained in remote environment and can hold
optimum amount of inventory at any particular instance in plant.
2. Design methodology
Design methodology and dissolver development includes following steps.
a) Selection of suitable continuous dissolver equipment.
b)

Design and optimization of various parameters.

c)

Fabrication of dissolver models for lab-scale studies.

d) Validation of Laboratory scale dissolver by experimental studies.
3. Selection of suitable continuous dissolver equipment
Typical continuous dissolvers like continuous pot dissolver, up-flow column dissolver and slab
dissolvers are not suitable for modern processing because there is no provision of continuous removal of
intern cladding material in these equipments.[1] Therefore, continuous dissolver systems where both
dissolvent and fuel pins in dynamic mode are considered from available literature. Ferris wheel type French
continuous dissolver was developed at Cogema reprocessing plant at La Hague, France and further
commissioned at Rokassho Mura reprocessing plant.[2] This type of dissolver had problems of solid build
up on walls of unit and hence, it cannot be used for plutonium rich fuels. Spiral vibratory rotary drum type
continuous dissolver developed by JAEA under collaboration with Oak Ridge National Laboratory(ORNL)
was based on a screw conveyor system with additional pulsing and agitation mechanism.[3] This type of
dissolver experienced repeated mechanical failures and poor heattransfer from inner cylinderto outer housing.
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